
From: Todd Bruce
To: Brock Clerks
Subject: Liquor license
Date: May 30, 2021 12:19:13 PM

Hello,

My name is Todd Bruce and I am getting married on July 24 this year at wick church (1295 Concession rd 2 Brock).
Given the restrictions that are currently in place it’s not looking like we will be able to do our reception as planned
but we would like to apply anyways just in case. We would be having a tent, on site bathrooms and food will be
available . Just want to know what we need to do to make sure we are going about this probably. I was also told I
need to talk to the building department about an SOP as well.

Just let me know what other information you need from me or whom else I need to get in touch with.

Thanks

Todd Bruce

Sent from my iPhone
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